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The Stanford Study – Growth at 
Physiological Oxygen provides “invivo” 
environment for culturing Mesenchymal   
Stem Cells.

Recent study by Atkuri et al involved culturing 
Bone Marrow derived Mesenchymal stem cells 
(BM-MSC) in a BD Mosaic hMSC Serum free cell 
culture environment at either physiological (5%) 
O2 or atmospheric oxygen (20%) O2 levels in tri-gas 
incubators (Panasonic Healthcare Corporation). One 
of the major findings was that human BM MSCs grow 
approximately 30-50% faster at physiological oxygen 
whereas, culturing differentiated cells at atmospheric 
oxygen levels 
- significantly skews cellular responses 
- increases risk of DNA damage 
- alters the gene expression similar to “stress-
response expression”.
Mimicking “invivo” conditions, in terms of oxygen 
concentration, during stem cell growth is one of the 
crucial criteria for culturing stem cells. This has 
proven to be in direct relation to the redox status and 
optimum cellular metabolism of the cultured stem 
cells. Oxygen parameter would eventually affect 
the stability, potential cellular “invivo” efficacy,iand 
overall productivity of the stem cells. Therefore, 
the physiological relevance of low O2 tension as an 
environmental parameter that uniquely benefits 
mesenchymal stem cells’ expansion and maintenance 
has been gaining lot of scientific interest in the stem 
cell research community.

Panasonic CellIQTM Cell culture 
solution – Ideal for Stem Cell Research 

The Panasonic Cell Culture Solution is based on a 
series of mutually dependent concentric systems 
working together to offer the safest, most productive 
invitro cell culture environment for stem cell growth. 
The combination of CellIQTM incubator performance 
functions permit use with confidence in high-value 
cell protocols among hard-to-grow cell lines, cells 
with highly sensitive media and reagents, or protocols 
that require a strict isolation and decontamination 
between processes – Principal requirements in stem 
cell culturing!

CellIQTM Incubators:
Cell Culture Solution Advantage For Mesenchymal Stem Cell Research

Total BM-MSC recovered per passage is higher at 
PhysOx (5%O2) as compared to AtmosOx (20%O2)
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Cells recovered after culture for 3 days
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IMPORTANCE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL O2 FOR MSC CULTURE

Phase contrast pictures of BM-MSC 
show typical bipolar morphology

Recent advances in stem cell research have highlighted the importance of oxygen as a prime factor amongst the environmental 
conditions for the invitro expansion and differentiation of Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC). Studies have suggested that atmospheric 
oxygen during MSC culturing does more harm than good for the growth of these cells. One such study highlighting the importance of 
physiological oxygen, specifically for the growth of MSCs is described below:
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      PROTOCOL             REQUIREMENTS             CELLIQTM

           ADVANTAGES

Highly stable tempera-
ture and CO2 control with 
elevated relative humidity 
to minimize small sample 
media desiccation. 

Complete sterilization 
between batch processes. 
Continuous mitigation of 
airborne contaminants 
following door openings. 

Elimination of cross-con-
tamination. 

Flexibility for a broad range 
of cell culture applications.

Precise temperature control 
at all shelf levels established 
through microprocessor 
controlled Direct Heat and Air 
air-jacket heating system. 

Precise CO2 control, 
impervious to short-term 
humidity shifts following door 
openings. 

Safe, hydrogen peroxide vapor 
3-hour sterilization in situ 
without heat. 

Constant scrubbing of 
chamber air to reduce 
potential for mycoplasma and 
other contaminants. 

Typical Application for CellIQTM
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 PANASONIC CELLIQTM HIGH HEAT MODELS PANASONIC BENEFIT

SPEED Minimal planning required. Entire process 
can be completed in less than three hours.

Significant downtime expected. Process can take up 
to 24 hours from start to finish.

CellIQTM allows decontamination anytime and 
permits frequent decontamination with validation 

for high value GMP protocols.

CONSTRUCTION
No special requirements for materials 

such as metal surfaces,gaskets, outlets, 
sensors or other interior components.

Requires high-efficiency insulation and gaskets to 
withstand cyclical decontamination procedures.

Panasonic components are not subjected to 
stress beyond typical operating conditions.

CONVENIENCE
All interior components remain inside 

the incubator to be decontaminated 
concurrently with the interior surfaces.

Interior components must be removed and sent to 
an autoclave for decontamination.

CellIQTM reduces preparation time and labor for 
decontamination process; returns incubator to 

service faster.

ADJACENCY
No effect on adjacent  incubators or other 
laboratory appliances, instrumentation or 

equipment.

Adjacent incubator chamber must be vacated or 
carefully monitored for temperature increases 

during high heat cycle.

No need to vacate adjacent incubator or other 
equipment above, below or aside Sterisonic 
incubator during decontamination process.

CO2 SENSOR
Remains inside chamber. Sensor sampling 

system is completely decontaminated 
during cycle.

The CO2 sensor, HEPA filters and other components 
must be removed prior to the process, and 

thoroughly decontaminated or replaced prior to 
reassembly.

CellIQTM CO2 sensor uses no moving parts 
and requires no recalibration following 

decontamination process.

IN SITU        
PROTECTION

Active Background Contamination Contro 
remains in operation, continuously 

scouring the incubator of airborne and 
waterborne pathogens that can cause 
contamination or cross-contamination 

among cultures.

Heat decontamination offers no passive
benefits to protect cell cultures in situ.

CellIQTM continues to mitigate
contamination during normal operation.

Panasonic CellIQTM  culture solution offers:
Increased Productivity Advantage

Automatically coordinated processes within the Panasonic CellIQTM cell culture incubator work together to maintain optimum invitro conditions of 
temperature, humidity and CO2 control while arresting contamination.
In applications that require frequent decontamination between processes, the Panasonic CellIQTM yields a significant advantage in productivity. 

Excellent CO2 recovery Advantage:
The Panasonic Sterisonic incubator delivers quick recovery and precise CO2 control utilizing        a proprietary single beam, dual detector infrared 
(IR2) sensor.
Following door openings, full CO2 recovery is achieved within 2 minutes, without overshoot. 

Significant GMP/GLP Application  Advantage
With respect to GMP, the incubator includes relational operating systems and safeguards designed to protect the cell culture or cell expressed 
product, particularly when associated with direct human application such as IVF, stem cells, regenerative tissue processes or autologous cell culture.
In addition, systems and design of the CellIQTM incubator can support both, clinical and non-clinical applications, starting with research and leading 
into development, manufacturing and quality control. 

Faster Turnaround + Complete Decontamination Advantage:
When complete decontamination is required, the CellIQTM H2O2 sequence offers a cost-effective, time-saving advantage over competitive models using 
high heat or conventional decontamination.

Optimum Control Advantage:
The Patented Direct  heat and air jacket system temperature control for accurate, uniform temperature control and inCu-saFe® for continuous 
contamination control.
Panasonic incubator also feature selected SafeCell UV with exclusive patented Active Background Contamination Control.

CO2 Recovery: Panasonic CellIQTM

H2O2 decontamination vs. high heat decontamination

H2O2 vs. Heat Decontamination

Decontamination Time 

Inoculum 
Delivered Brand A

Panasonic

Brand B

3hrs 12hrs 24hrs

H2O2 Decontamination Metrics
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